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Instant access to thousands 

of technical topics written 

by a host of industry experts, 

including Steven Feuerstein, 

author of Oracle PL/SQL 

Programming and Oracle PL/SQL 

Best Practices, helps you develop 

better applications faster.

Keyboard sensitive “Fast Track” 

searching lets you drill-down 

immediately to your issue.

Instant Messages for Oracle 

provides easy access to over 

25,000 error messages across 

multiple versions of Oracle.

Comprehensive code library 

provides over 1,000 production-

ready procedures and functions 

that plug directly into your 

applications.

You can attach your own notes, 

docs and even Web sites to any 

topic.
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Comprehensive Technical Expertise for Oracle PL/SQL Development

In today’s business climate, the need to develop and deploy high-quality database applications has 

never been greater. To address this need, Quest Software provides Knowledge Xpert™ for PL/SQL, a 

comprehensive online technical resource that allows Oracle PL/SQL developers to create high-quality 

PL/SQL applications fast.

Save Hours of Development Time

Knowledge Xpert for PL/SQL gives you instant access to the technical information you need to develop 

better applications faster. Simply install the product on your hard drive—and type a keyword. Thousands 

of PL/SQL topics with examples, insights and a comprehensive code library are immediately accessible—

helping you develop code faster. 

Each topic is carefully formatted to give you the background insights, best practices, working examples and 

performance considerations that you need to make effective decisions.

Instantly Access Production-Ready Code

Knowledge Xpert for PL/SQL includes a comprehensive code library that provides over 1,000 production-

ready PL/SQL procedures and functions that plug directly into your applications. Save hundreds of 

development hours by using the code library for exception handling, date arithmetic, string parsing and 

hundreds of other common uses.

Resolve Error Messages Immediately

Knowledge Xpert for PL/SQL includes a comprehensive lookup facility for Oracle error messages. Just type your 

error message and you will immediately get explanations, system actions and recommended programmer 

responses. Attach your own user notes to any error message and build a library of in-house solutions.

Extend Your Knowledge by Customizing

Make Knowledge Xpert for PL/SQL your first resource when you look for PL/SQL development answers. Click a 

button to add your own notes, documents, spreadsheets—even Web sites to any topic for immediate recall.

Comprehensive PL/SQL Development Resource

New and intermediate PL/SQL developers will benefit immediately from the product’s ease of use, 

presentation of information and working examples. Senior developers will enjoy the immediate recall of 

reference materials and the ability to share insights with junior staff members.

About Quest Software, Inc.

Quest Software, Inc. delivers innovative products that help organizations get more performance and 

productivity from their applications, databases and Windows infrastructure. Through a deep expertise in IT 

operations and a continued focus on what works best, Quest helps more than 18,000 customers worldwide 

meet higher expectations for enterprise IT. Quest Software can be found in offices around the globe and at 

www.quest.com



System Requirements

Windows 2000/XP•
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